
Picturing Texts begins with pictures of the stone 
ages and then progresses through the art and 
images that surround us today. It is a book that 
largely focuses on reading visual texts and then, in 
turn, being able to create texts  in kind. It is  about 
the change from literacy to literacies in this  modern  
age where students are inundated with texts in the 
forms  of images, sound, video and print media. The 
book follows a cultural studies pedagogy by 
examining such 
facets of society  
as  photographer 
Dorothea Lange’s 
Depress ion-era 
pictures, patriotic 
magazine covers, 
b i l l boards and  
even computer-
generated images.  
Through all these 
samples, students 
can discover how 
the texts work to 
communicate with 
an audience.

The book is helpful in that it doesn’t just tell 
students  how things work and what to do and then 
leave it at that.  Instead, students have a chance to 
mirror what they have learned by practicing and 
creating their own images and texts. They are able 
to learn the principles and see them at work in 
included examples and then try them out for 
themselves.  Each chapter includes two activity 
sections – Snapshot and Picture This  – in which the 
students  examine pictures, then write such things  as 
letters  and essays or create postcards  or other 
images of their own. This  reflection lends relevance 
to their education about visual texts. 

The organization of the chapters  is relatively 
simple. Each chapter begins  with the main 
instructional topic, on issues such as  “Looking 
Closer” or “Picturing Argument,” which is 
interspersed with many images. Next is  Snapshot, a 
brief, first-try at working within the subject. The 
Texts section comes next – stand-alone pieces that 
are many times  a chapter from a book or a writing 
(prose or poetry) about a picture that give real life 
examples of examining images  and writing texts to 
go along with them.  Last is a bigger, multi-step  
activity called Picture This and a Gallery of Images 
that acts as a kind of review.

To put th ings 
into perspective, 
though I really 
loved this book 
and th ink that 
most (if not all) of 
it could apply to  
a n y fi r s t - y e a r 
c o m p o s i t i o n 
class, I do not 
th ink tha t the 
class would be 
able to use the 
text for the entire 
semester.There  
are so many other 
things  that the 
students  would 

need to work on that wouldn’t necessarily relate to 
visual literacy, like a research essay or an annotated 
bibliography. Because of that reason, the $54.67 
price tag might deter instructors  from requiring their 
classes to purchase this  text, even though the 
students  would learn a lot just flipping through the 
pages. Interested persons might consider working 
sections of this book into their classes, using 
handouts or the ideas with their own images.
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